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Synopsis

Book 1Liam Yoder has been leading a double life since he was teenager. When his father dies in a buggy accident, he feels torn between the English life he craves and the Amish life in which he was raised. After a chance meeting with Lucy Graber, the Amish love he’d left behind seven years before, Liam is faced with the biggest decision of his life. Does he return to the Amish community and his family, or will he chose to stay among the English? Find out in this bittersweet love story.Book 2Lydia and Steve have made plans for their future together, until a mistake in Steve’s past threatens to tear them apart. Will Lydia be able to forgive Steve and learn to trust him again? When someone else’s love invades her heart, Lydia must make the right decision for her future.Book 3Nathan had steered his life in one direction since his youth: toward a future with Anna as his wife. But when his desires for an alternate future threaten that, he must choose the right path. Enter Maddie, the pretty cheerleader, who accompanies Nathan on a tour of the university they had both been accepted to, and his future path seems to split off into a direction that spins out of control. Can Nathan get back on the path toward his future with Anna, or is something else in store for him?Book 4Maddie Hayes comes home early from college after being forced to leave her cheerleading scholarship behind. When Anna learns Maddie’s secret, she discovers they have more in common than she originally thought. Anna and Maddie become roommates until Anna unexpectedly moves out and leaves Nathan just days before their wedding. Will Nathan be able to put his own worries aside to help Maddie through her dilemma? Find out in this tale of lost and found love.
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Once again another great series by Samantha Bayarr. If you loved Jacob’s Daughter you are really going to enjoy this new series Amish Quilters. There are four books to the series!! You will love the characters. Book one Liam’s Choice. Liam is fighting with his feelings on if he wants to stay Amish or become a Englisher. Book two Lydia’s Heart. Lydia and Steve are so in love and look forward to a wonderful future till something comes up from his pass. Can they survive this? Book three Nathan’s Apprentice. Nathan always in love with Anna and their future together in the Amish community but can he hold to that when a Englisher comes into his life? Book four Maddie’s Quilt. Maddie has to leave school and ends up working with Anna. Anna finds out her and Maddie have more in common then she wants. Can Nathan help or will their love be lost? I really loved the characters, I believe you will do. Pick up this great series today!!

The Quilter’s Son was the second series of Samantha’s that I read. I loved her series Jacob’s Daughter, so I knew I would also love this series. It’s well written, and I loved the characters and story line. A must-read!

Really liked this four book series. Liam, Lydia, Nathan & Maddie are all such likeable characters. A good clean series.

It was the type of Amish romance I read a lot and is a fairly predictable story line. I enjoyed it.

I enjoyed reading these books. I will see about reading some more books by this author. I recommend this set.

I was hesitant ordering this mesh bag over using "natural" cheesecloth but I LOVE it. I use it for making Almond milk. If you leave the seam outwards and have the seamless side inside then it is
super easy to clean. The corners are even rounded so that nothing gets stuck in the corners. I set the bag inside a strainer sitting over a bowl and pour in my just blended nut milk. After most of it has drained through to the bowl I squeeze out the remaining milk. What is left is a wonderful Almond dry paste. I then bake that on low for an hour or two and have "almond crumbles" for pudding, oatmeal, topping other cereals or just a snack!
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